02 Definition of Aesthetics
Tuesday, January 15, 2019

8:17 PM

Today: Admin stuff, Aesthetics definition,
Check your spam! Your Wordpress login info is there.

Workshops and tours
ITLL tours:
you may take an orientation tour Monday - Friday at 5:15pm or Sunday at 1:15pm, meeting
in the ITL lobby.Don't forget to bring your BuffCard.
From <http://itll.colorado.edu/about_us/building_tours/access_orientation_tour/>

Idea Forge Tours
Stop in for a tour of the Idea Forge on Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday at 5pm. Meet at the
student reception desk near the east entrance on the bottom floor.
From <http://www.colorado.edu/ideaforge/facilities/tours>

Idea Forge workshops: http://www.colorado.edu/ideaforge/workshops
Sewing, welding, Raspberry Pi and more

Movie Night (weds?)
Do you know a movie that features design, engineering etc? Like
Apollo 13
A Faster Horse
World's Fastest Indian
Steve Jobs
Hidden Figures
Imitation Game (Turing)
Beautiful Mind
Objectified (industrial design)
Flash of Genius
Three Idiots (engr students)

Aesthetics

Any volunteers to run this? I can get a space, and pay for pizza and popcorn.
Prof. Jean Hertzberg

Objects with function as a primary goal
https://www.google.com/search?q=artifice&ie=utf-8&oe=utf-8
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https://www.google.com/search?q=artifice&ie=utf-8&oe=utf-8
#q=artificial

Forsey, pg 23:
Formalism (Clive
Bell's) is response to
the 'demise of
mimetic definitions of
art'
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Student discussion on 'what is aesthetics?
Thought it was beauty, now it's reaction, there are disturbing aesthetics
Measure of impact
100% subjective
Appreciation of beauty; is subjective, personal
Pleasing within its intention; context dependent
A measure of the effort made to achieve an ideal
A shift from the physical to the intangible characteristcs
Nature can be aesthetic even if not 'made'
Can give inanimate a 'personality'

Previous year's responses
Visually pleasing
Pleasing to senses
Categories ; different type of aesthetic; hipster, hobo,
Aesthetics are related to intended target
Not necc. Pleasing, but has emotional impact; goth, big ugly shoes, intentionally repellent
Eye catching, pleasant or not
What makes things cool. Familiar enough to be comfortable, novel enough to be interesting. Goal of aesthetics.
How it makes you feel; subjective. Dutch word for warm response to furniture: Gezelligheid or Danish: Hygge
Sales aspect, tied to ergonomics, look pretty too.
Aesthetics as a set of beliefs, response to PT Cruiser
Artist trying to invoke a specific response subtly in the audience
Combination of color and shape (form) and function and beauty
Aspect of design that humanizes it, creates emotion
Gets at all senses
Evokes a way of thinking
As a visual appeal, and other senses. Not good or bad, can invoke + or - emotions
Nonverbal communications

Check out the 99% Invisible podcast.
Design oriented podcast. 99% of design work is invisible. Quite varied content. For example a recent podcast covered the
develop
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Aristotle: form is
inseparable from
the purpose of art:
to represent.

Andy Goldsworthy
= example of
Formalism
Clive Bell,
1881-1964: to be
art, must have
'significant form',
and trigger an
'aesthetic emotion'
= an emotion
separate from all
others. Barrett
pg125. Evokes the
'yum'. Art is
defined by this
reaction.
Forsey says
defining art as
possessing a (this)
characteristic is to
narrow. Don't
confuse definition
with
evaluation.Pg26

Examples from students:
Beer: color depends on style
European architecture: Domes in Rome
Aesthetics of food appearance: careful plating
Street food
Hipsters: flannel, beer, beards,
Communicates a clear message- good graphics communicate, intuitive use
Symmetry vs asymmetry in film composition
Traditional vs modern vs postmodern architecture
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